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We report on an investigation of student thinking about steady-state pipe flow of an incompressible fluid.
About 250 undergraduate engineering students were given a test consisting of two hydrodynamics
questions, combining multiple-choice format with subsequent open-ended explanations. There is
substantial evidence that students have difficulty applying and prioritizing the two basic principles of
mass conservation (expressed in the continuity equation) and energy conservation (i.e., Bernoulli’s
equation). When faced with questions that involve gravity, dissipative effects (“friction”), or a visible
pressure drop, a considerable number of students did not invoke the continuity equation in situations where
applying it is a necessary step for arriving at the correct answer. Instead, even after lecture instruction on
this topic, many of the first-year students based their answers on ill-supported assumptions about local
pressures. Some of them used formal arguments from a simplified Bernoulli equation (“lower pressure
means higher velocity”), while others based their answer on intuitive arguments (“higher pressure leads to
higher velocity”). We also found reasoning based on analogies to single-particle motion (“flow velocity
decreases when flowing upwards or friction is present”). Contrary to other researchers, we did not see any
evidence for the hypothesis that students think of water as a compressible fluid. Instead, students’ answers
often indicate a lack of understanding of the conservation of mass or its implications for incompressible
fluids or of the role that this principle plays in the context of fluid flow. In addition, our data indicate that
some students have more general difficulties in describing and reasoning about technical situations, such as
applying equations containing multiple variables, distinguishing spatial differences in a quantity from its
changes with respect to time, or realizing the meaning of idealizations. We also present some evidence that
different levels of activation of students during instruction influence the prevalence of these difficulties and
discuss some implications for instruction.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The phenomenon of a steady pipe flow of an incom-
pressible fluid plays an important role in many natural and
technical systems and is therefore taught early on in many
university science and engineering degree programs. The
topic, sometimes referred to as hydrodynamics, may be
covered as part of an introductory physics course or be
included in an engineering mechanics or engineering
thermodynamics course and, at this level, usually includes
two fundamental principles, the conservation of mass and
of energy. For engineering students, a more detailed

description of the behavior of fluids is often taught at a
later stage in an entire course devoted to fluid mechanics.
The flow of incompressible fluids, in particular

Bernoulli’s equation, has received considerable attention
in the physics and engineering education literature.
However, many of these studies are devoted to innovative
approaches in teaching fluid flow. Some more recent
examples of this type of work are given in Refs. [1–3].
A shift in focus towards students ideas about the topic can
be seen in the development and implementation of two
multiple-choice instruments (concept inventories) during
the past two decades [4–7]. Most recently, two studies on
misconceptions or conceptual difficulties in hydrodynam-
ics were published [8,9]. The latter of these two publica-
tions also cites one further study on this topic that is
currently published only in Spanish.
Specifically, Brown et al. carried out interviews with

second-, third-, and fourth-year engineering students and
observed that students think differently about horizontal
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and vertical pipelines [8]. The authors explain this “dra-
matic shift in the participants’ conceptual understanding”
by invoking “framework theory,” a particular type of
conceptual change theory. Suarez et al. used written tests
and interviews to identify various misconceptions in the
context of ideal (i.e., nonviscous) fluid flow among
students in a general physics course for prospective
engineers [9]. The authors of that study also observe that
students incorrectly generalize results from hydrostatics
and that they “faced difficulties to understand how different
parts of a fluid in motion interact, failing to link kinematics
with dynamics.”
Both studies, however, focus largely on the students’

ability to predict and explain changes in pressure and to apply
mainly one of the twokeyprinciples, namely, conservationof
energy, in the form of Bernoulli’s equation. Student answers
in interviews and on written tests that seem problematic in
light of the other, more basic principle, i.e., conservation of
mass, are interpreted by these researchers as a consequence
of the students’ idea that water is compressible.
Informal observations of students at a University of

Applied Sciences in Germany initially led us to a different
hypothesis, namely, that students have difficulty distin-
guishing between and understanding the relationship of
these two principles and, consequently but unjustifiably,
focus on Bernoulli’s principle alone. We therefore saw a
need for a more detailed investigation of student under-
standing of the principle of conservation of mass in the
context of incompressible fluids, as expressed in the con-
tinuity equation. Moreover, research on student difficulties
with a similar idea in the context of electric circuits [10], i.e.,
the conservation of charge as expressed in Kirchhoff’s
current law, motivated us to probe more deeply to what
extent introductory-level students are able to consistently
apply the principle of conservation ofmass. In order to do so,
we gave an ungraded written test to a total of about 200
students in different first-year physics courses and to about
50 students in their second or third year in various seven-
semester engineering bachelor’s degree programs.
Some parts of this study have been reported before

[11,12]. In this paper, we briefly describe the first-year and
upper-level groups and the instruction that they had
received (Sec. IV), outline the data analysis process that
we followed (Sec. V), describe the test and the distribution
of student answers (Sec. VI) as well as our analysis of
student reasoning (Sec. VII). Finally, we present some
implications for the teaching of hydrodynamics (Sec. VIII)
before presenting a summary and conclusion of our entire
study. We begin by describing our methodological frame-
work (Sec. II) followed by a brief description of the relevant
course content and our research question (Sec. III).

II. METHODOLOGICAL FRAMEWORK

For several decades, researchers in science, technology,
engineering, and mathematics education have observed that

students often hold on to their own ideas about mechanisms
in the physical and technical realm that they have con-
structed based on their prior experience in everyday life.
These ideas can be erroneous or incomplete, and are
sometimes referred to as “misconceptions.” When asked
to make qualitative predictions or to solve problems,
students will make use of these ideas and may therefore
fail to arrive at a correct and complete answer [13].
As mental processes cannot be observed directly, student

ideas or, on a larger scale, their mental models have been
inferred from the students’ observed behavior, including the
answers they choose and the explanations they give to
support these answers. Different ways of categorizing
student thinking are therefore possible and have been
proposed. Hammer, for example, emphasizes “conceptual
resources” that students draw on and that may be more or
less appropriate or helpful for the particular problem they are
asked to solve [14]. DiSessa stipulates that there exist some
most basic units among such conceptual resources and refers
to these asp-prims [15], whileMinstrell has referred to such
conceptual units as “facets” of students’ knowledge [16].
In this work, we take a perspective similar to that

described by Heron, identifying “student difficulties [...]
that must be addressed in instruction” [17] for students to
gain a functional understanding of the subject matter, that is
(as defined by McDermott) “the ability to interpret and use
knowledge in situations different from those in which it was
initially acquired” [18]. The identification of such diffi-
culties then serves as an empirical foundation for the
development of instructional materials that foster this kind
of understanding.
While our aim here is not (primarily) to advance the

theoretical framework to model student thinking, we note
that student difficulties observed in one area often parallel
those observed in another. Thus, we take our findings in the
context of hydrodynamics as a starting point to identify
general patterns of student thinking.

III. TECHNICAL BACKGROUND AND
RESEARCH QUESTIONS

One of the intended learning outcomes of the hydro-
dynamics unit in the introductory physics courses consid-
ered here may be stated as follows: Students demonstrate
their understanding of the following concepts by applying
them correctly to various problems:
(1) Continuity equation (conservation of mass):

For a steady flow of constant density in a pipe
(without sinks and sources) the volume flow _V at
two arbitrarily chosen positions along the pipe is the
same at any given time:

_V ¼ A · v̄ ¼ c or A1 · v̄1 ¼ A2 · v̄2: ð1Þ

Here, Ai and v̄i denote the cross-sectional area and
the mean velocity (averaged over the cross-sectional
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area) of the fluid at position 1 and 2, respectively,
and c is a constant (i.e., independent of position).

(2) Bernoulli’s equation with pressure losses (work-
energy principle including dissipative losses):
In a steady, incompressible pipe flow the sum of

all energy forms per volume, i.e., the sum of static
pressure (or flow work per volume), kinetic energy
density, and potential energy density is the same
along the pipe if losses can be neglected. In the case
of real flows, losses are taken into account by adding
a term that represents the pressure loss between
position 1 and 2 (where position 2 is assumed to be
downstream from position 1):

p1 þ
1

2
ρ · v̄21 þ ρgh1

¼ p2 þ
1

2
ρ · v̄22 þ ρgh2 þ Δpdiss12: ð2Þ

A typical application of these two concepts, often presented
in textbooks or lectures, is the Venturi nozzle, which can be
used to measure the volume flow in a pipe [19].
Of the two concepts, the principle of continuity (or

conservation of mass) may be seen as more basic as it
concerns only the kinematics of the flow. Only Bernoulli’s
principle introduces a physical quantity, the pressure, that
can be thought of as causing changes in the fluid’s motion.
Based on our observations of student thinking in other
branches of physics, e.g., single-particle motion, we sus-
pect that many students treat concepts in kinematics as
obvious and consequently focus their attention almost
exclusively on the dynamics, thereby neglecting that some
results about a given problem can or even must be inferred
from the concept of continuity. These thoughts led us to the
following research question for this study:

To what extent are students in an engineering degree
program at a German University of Applied Sciences
able to apply the principle of conservation of mass
(as expressed by the continuity equation) to simple
situations of incompressible fluid flow? In particular,
is their ability to apply this principle sufficiently robust
for them to successfully do so even in the presence of
distracting factors in the problem setting, such as the
influence of gravity, dissipative effects (commonly re-
ferred to as “friction”) or a visible pressure drop.
Finally, what patterns of reasoning do students display
in this context?

IV. APPROACH AND CONTEXT OF
INVESTIGATION

In order to investigate students’ ideas in the context of
basic principles in pipe flow we developed three questions
that each combine multiple choice and subsequent free-
response formats asking for student reasoning. We

expected all three questions to reveal interesting ideas,
but were worried about possible interference between two
of them when given to the same students. Consequently, we
combined the first question with the second or the third,
respectively, to form a short written test. Approximately
half of the students in each group were randomly assigned
either of the two versions of the test. All questions will be
described in Sec. VI and shown in the Appendix.
The test was administered to undergraduate (i.e., bach-

elor’s) students in their first year (groups 1-5, 197 students)
or in their second or third year (group 6, 51 students) in
different engineering and technology programs at the
Rosenheim Technical University of Applied Sciences
(Germany) in the academic year 2014–2015. This institu-
tion, like many other Universities of Applied Sciences in
Germany, offers various seven-semester bachelor’s degrees
that aim to prepare students for engineering careers in
industry or subsequent studies towards a master’s degree.
The focus of these programs is on applying science to
industrial research and development, not on academic
research. The scopes of the physics courses in different
degree programs are very similar, resulting in mutual
accreditation in case of a student changing their major.
There is some variation in students’ backgrounds and level
of preparation, but differences between cohorts tend to be
greater than those between degree programs. In the
particular year of our investigation, the averages of
the FCI ([20]) pretest scores in the three programs were
10.4� 4.7 (group 2), 10.7� 4.9 (group 1 þ group 5), and
13.7� 5.8 (group 3 þ group 4). As group 6 began their
studies one year before, there are no pretest scores available
for these students. We have no indication of any systematic
differences in the students’ motivation between different
degree programs.
Relevant details about the various groups and the

respective numbers of students in the study are summarized
in Table I.
The groups had been taught by different lecturers using

different methods of teaching: some in a traditional lecture
format, others in interactive formats combining Just-in-
Time Teaching (JiTT) [21] and Peer Instruction (PI) [22].
The groups also differed with respect to the type and
amount of instruction that had been completed at the time
of the test. One group was given the test after self-study in
preparation of a lab experiment before any lecture instruc-
tion on pipe flow (group 1), others after relevant lecture
instruction only (group 2) or after lecture and a corre-
sponding lab experiment (groups 3, 4, and 5). In the
three-hour laboratory experiment, the respective students
investigated the pressure loss of steady water flow in a
straight, horizontal pipe with constant diameter. Group 6
had completed the entire course including the final exami-
nation one or two years prior to taking the test.
Additionally, group 6 had in the meantime attended further
courses like thermodynamics and fluid mechanics.
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While students were given no strict time limit for
completing the test, most of them finished within about
5 min. The test was closed book and students were not
given any equations as part of the test. 100% of the test
sheets were returned, i.e., all students present in class on the
day of the test participated in the study. The students’
answers were neither graded nor returned, but students
were invited to ask questions about the test.

V. DATA ANALYSIS METHODS

Data analysis proceeded in two stages, a quantitative
analysis of student answers and explanations, and a more
detailed qualitative analysis of student reasoning. In the
quantitative analysis, student answers to the multiple-
choice questions contained in each version of the test were
first counted as correct or incorrect.1 Subsequently, student
explanations for their answers were rated as “correct,”
“incorrect,” or “unclear or missing” according to whether
the relevant physical principle was applied. (A detailed
description of the sorting criteria is given in Sec. VI.)
As, ultimately, our intention is to help instructors in

hydrodynamics gain insight into student thinking and to
design instructional materials, we complemented the quan-
titative study with a qualitative analysis (Sec. VII). After an
initial perusal of all student explanations, we jointly
identified for each question an initial set of four to six
ideas invoked by the students to support their answers. In a
second round, each student answer was coded according to
the predominant idea, noting that some explanations used
more than one idea and a few could not be classified at all.
The third step of the analysis aimed at characterizing each
student by their conception of fluid flow according to the
ideas used in the entire test. Because of the inconsistency of
student ideas across different questions, this proved to be

not useful for our goal. In a concluding step, we therefore
focused on the assumptions used and the inferences drawn
by the students, generalizing these to identify characteristic
patterns of student reasoning.

VI. TEST AND OVERVIEW OF
QUANTITATIVE RESULTS

In all three questions, situations are described in which
water flows out of a water tank through straight pipes of
uniform cross section (Fig. 1). The water level of the tank is
kept constant by a feedback mechanism (not shown). The
students are asked if the velocity in the center of the pipe
cross section at position 2 (located further downstream) is
greater than, less than, or equal to that at position 1 and to
explain their answer. In the first question, subsequently
referred to as the inclined-pipe question (IP), the pipe is
inclined upward. In the second question, the pipe is
horizontal [horizontal-pipe question (HP)]. Here the stu-
dents are first told to assume that friction can be neglected
(part a), and afterwards asked if their answer would change
(and why) if friction was to be taken into account (part b).
In the third question, the pipe is again horizontal and three
manometers are shown with their water levels decreasing
along the flow [manometer-pipe question (MP)]. In addi-
tion students are asked to explain the water levels in the
manometer tubes (if they had not done so before). A
translation of the test into English is provided in the
Appendix.
With these questions our intent was to probe whether the

students’ understanding of the concept of continuity is
stable or whether it would break down in situations that
involve gravity (IP), that explicitly take into account
dissipation (HP) or that provide information about a
pressure drop along the pipe (MP).
For all three questions, applying the continuity equation

[Eq. (1)] in the case of constant cross section leads to the
answer that the velocity is the same at both positions. We
counted students’ explanations as correct if they either

TABLE I. List of populations (groups) involved in the study and relevant details, including timing of the test, instructional method, and
number of participants in each group. JITT, PI, and lab denote Just-in-Time Teaching, Peer Instruction, and a corresponding laboratory
experiment as described in Sec. IV. The last three columns refer to the numbers of students answering the corresponding question
(IP ¼ inclined-pipe question; HP ¼ horizontal-pipe question; MP ¼ manometer-pipe question; see Sec. VI).

Group Prior instruction Degree program and semester Instructional method and timing of test NðIPÞ NðHPÞ NðMPÞ
1 First year,

self-study
Energy & Building

Technology 1
Autonomous study before lab;

no lecture prior to test
41 20 21

2 First year,
postlecture

Interior Engineering 1 After traditional lecture; no lab 53 28 25
3 Wood Technology 1B After traditional lecture þ lab 32 17 15
4 Wood Technology 1A After lecture with JITT&PIþ lab 32 17 15
5 Energy & Building Technology 1 After lecture with JITT&PIþ lab 39 22 17
6 2nd or 3rd year Energy & Building

Technology 3,5
One or two years after
relevant lecture þ lab

51 24 27

1The horizontal-pipe question, part b, while not strictly in
multiple-choice format, asks for an answer of yes or no and was
therefore treated as multiple choice.
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showed this reasoning in detail or gave similar but some-
what incomplete reasoning, e.g., simply referring to the
uniform cross section or to conservation of mass.
Moreover, we counted explanations for HP and MP as
correct if the students only referred to their (correct)
explanation regarding IP.
The results of all three questions are presented in Fig. 2,

with percentages of correct answers (regardless of reason-
ing) and correct reasoning (in the sense defined above)
both shown.
Inspecting those results, we observe the following:
• The percentages of correct answers and reasoning
vary strongly across the six groups, with the self-study
group (group 1) generally showing the lowest and the
second and third year students (group 6) the highest
values.

• Among the first-year students who had received
instruction (groups 2 to 5) the teaching format seems
to matter considerably, with interactive formats
(groups 4 and 5) achieving notably better results.

• The fraction of students supporting their answer with
correct reasoning (solid bars) is often substantially
lower than the fraction of students giving correct
answers regardless of reasoning (empty bars).2

• More specifically, the maximum percentage among
the groups of first-year students who applied the
concept correctly was
(i) about 62% when the situation involved grav-

ity (IP),
(ii) about 45% when the situation explicitely in-

volved friction (HP), and
(iii) about 73% when the situation involved a visible

pressure drop (MP).
These observations lead us to conclude that even in the

strongest groups many students have difficulties applying
the principle of continuity correctly, especially in situations
that involve friction. Instruction in hydrodynamics needs to
specifically address these difficulties. As a first step, in this
paper, we analyze student thinking about fluid flow in the
context of the above problems in detail.

VII. ANALYSIS OF STUDENT REASONING

Themajority of the students who used the idea of uniform
mass flow in their explanations also arrived at the correct
answer, stating that thevelocity of thewater is the same at the
locations considered. Students who did not base their
answers on this principle used other types of reasoning that
often indicated specific misconceptions about fluid flow, in
particular about the relationship between pressure and flow
velocity. In this section, we discuss common types of
reasoning, illustrate them with sample answers and provide

FIG. 2. From left to right: Results of IP, HP, and MP question for each student group (details of the groups see Table I). For IP and MP
the empty bars show the percentages of correct answers and the solid bars show the fraction of students giving correct reasoning. For HP
the empty bars with dashed frame indicate the percentages of correct answers to the case, when friction is neglected, while the solid bars
display percentages of students with correct reasoning stating that friction has no influence on their answer.

FIG. 1. From left to right: sketch of inclined-pipe, horizontal-pipe, and manometer-pipe question.

2Note, however, that in the case of HP (center diagram) the
empty bars refer to the case without friction.
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estimates of their prevalencewhere possible.However this is
not intended as a quantitative study as incidence rates vary
by group and by question.

A. Failure to use (or lack of confidence in)
the continuity equation

In all groups within our study, a considerable fraction of
the students did not invoke the continuity equation in one or
both of the questions posed. After lecture instruction in the
first-year courses, those percentages ranged from one-
quarter to three-quarters. In the majority of cases, most
likely, this is not due to a failure to remember the equation.
Instead, students’ answers often indicate a lack of under-
standing of the conservation of mass or its implications for
incompressible fluids, or of the role that this principle plays
in the context of fluid flow. As an example, we quote a first-
year student after lecture with active learning methods who
explicitly invokes the conservation of mass but then bases
his answers on the observed change in pressure.

MP a): [greater] Conservation of mass: What is fed in
must come out again → the static pressure decreases.
Consequently, the dynamic pressure increases. (Student
716,3)

The above interpretation is supported by the relatively
large number of students who changed their initial answers,
including some who moved from a correct to an incorrect
answer. The following two quotes, one from a third-
semester student who changed their answer (to IP) from
correct to incorrect and then to correct again, the other from
a first-semester student changing their answer (to MP) from
correct to incorrect illustrate the distracting effect of ideas
about pressure:

IP: [same] Since the cross section of the pipe stays the
same, the velocity stays the same.
[less] Because of the difference in height, the pressure is
changing and hence the velocity.
[same] Cross section stays the same→ velocity stays the
same. (Student 107)

MP a): [same] The same amount of water that flows in
must flow out, therefore v is the same.
[less] From the manometer tubes one can tell the
decreasing dynamic pressure → which includes the
flow velocity. (Student 281)

Even students arriving at the correct answer by consid-
ering the uniform pipe cross section—a reasonable starting
point for an argument invoking continuity—often did so in
logically inconsistent ways by unnecessarily considering

pressure as part of their argument, as the following quote
indicates.4

IP: [same] Since the cross section of the pipe is
constant, the pressure is the same everywhere and
therefore the velocity as well. (Student 315)

By accident, some students who seem to invoke the
continuity equation refer to it as the Bernoulli equation:

IP: [same] Because of the same diameter at position 1
and 2 → Bernoulli equation. (Student 307)

Our result concerning students’ failure to use the
principle of continuity is in some contrast to findings
reported in the literature. Brown et al. report generally
higher percentages of students using the idea of continuity
in interviews involving pipes with changing diameter (after
instruction) [8]. Suarez et al. [9] cite some student quotes
from interviews that may suggest difficulties with the
principle of continuity but do not probe student thinking
in this respect more deeply.

B. Inappropriate use of Bernoulli’s principle

In their answers to question IP, about a quarter of all first-
semester students after lecture (groups 2 through 5) based
their answers on correct or incorrect assumptions about the
pressures at the respective points and arrived at various
conclusions about the velocity at position 2 relative to
position 1. Many of these made explicit or implicit use of
Bernoulli’s equation, thereby concluding that the flow
velocity increases or that it decreases along the upwardly
inclined pipe, or that it stays the same.
The following answer given by a second-year student is a

typical example of an explicit reference to Bernoulli’s
equation (even if it contains a typographical error):

IP: [less] Since by Bernoulli’s equation, the pressure is
constant ð1

2
pv2½sic� þ pþ ρgh ¼ constÞ and the hydro-

static pressure at position 2 is greater than at position 1,
the velocity v at position 2 must be smaller than at
position 1. (Student 133)

Based on the correct assumption that the potential energy
per unit volume (here incorrectly referred to as hydrostatic
pressure) at position 2 is greater than at position 1, the
student concludes that the velocity at position 2 must be
smaller. The student thereby neglects the dependence of the
(static) pressure p on altitude and arrives at an incorrect
conclusion.
An implicit use of Bernoulli’s equation is also very

common. As the following two sample answers to IP

3This student is part of a later but comparable cohort that was
not included in the quantitative analysis above.

4For the purpose of our categorization in Sec. VI, such
reasoning was considered correct if the constant cross section
served as a starting point or predominant aspect of the reasoning
chain.
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illustrate, many students using this type of reasoning not
only approach the problem with the wrong principle; they
also seem to have difficulty identifying and interpreting the
terms in Bernoulli’s equation in a correct way.

IP: [less] The velocity at position 2 in the pipe is less
than at position 1 since the static pressure increases
with height. (Student 257)
IP: [greater] The velocity increases since the opposing
static pressure decreases. (Student 208)

In both answers, the respective student infers an increase
or decrease in velocity from an opposite change in static
pressure, along the lines of an incomplete Bernoulli
principle with only two terms. The first student incorrectly
assumes that the pressure increases with height (thereby
confusing static pressure with the potential energy term, as
we will discuss in Sec. VII E 3). The second student
correctly assumes a decrease in static pressure but ignores
the potential energy term. The specific wording suggests
that ideas about a direction of pressure may play a role in
arriving at this answer (see also Sec. VII H).
As we illustrate in Sec. VII C, there are also other ways

of reasoning that tend to lead students toward concluding
that the flow velocity is smaller at position 2 (as compared
to position 1). While the above answers might therefore be
explained by a general tendency of students to put forth any
argument that confirms their preconceived answer (as
suggested, for example, by dual-process theories), it is
worth noting that the type of reasoning shown here leads
similarily often to the conclusion that the water flows faster
at position 2 as that it flows more slowly, as the following
quote illustrates.

IP: [greater] Since the pressure drops, according to
Bernoulli the velocity must increase. (Student 37)

Similar reasoning can be found in students answers to
question MP, as the following quotes show:

MP a): [greater] In the water-filled tubes we see that the
static pressure inside the pipe becomes smaller, there-
fore the dynamic pressure must have increased (because
there is no slope present). (Student 351)
MP a): [greater] The velocity of the fluid becomes
greater since, as a result of the increasing dynamic
pressure, the static pressure decreases (see water level
in the tubes). (Student 208)

The reader may note that the second of these students
used the same line of reasoning in their answer to IP
(quoted above). This was also the case for the first student
and serves as a further indication that the students’ answers
are not ex-post rationalizations of a preconceived answer.
One further sample answer may provide additional

insight into student reasoning about this situation:

MP a): [greater] [velocity] increases. At greater veloc-
ities, the pressure in the tubes decreases. (Student 218)

This student (who answered question IP correctly,
although with unclear reasoning) seems to remember the
standard illustration of Bernoulli’s principle, where for a
horizontal flow of varying cross section, manometer tubes
at the narrower positions indicate lower pressure as a result
of the increased flow velocity.
Finally, we present one quote from a first-semester

student in group 2, who uses Bernoulli’s principle to arrive
at the result that the flow velocity can increase in a pipe of
constant diameter if a pressure drop occurs, thereby
explicitly contradicting the continuity equation.

MP a): [greater] The dynamic pressure increases,
therefore also the velocity. The geodetic pressure
[potential energy per volume] can be neglected, the
static pressure decreases. MP b): With increasing
velocity the pressure in a pipe of constant diameter
decreases. (Student 305)

As we have seen, the inverse (although not inversely
proportional) relationship between pressure and flow veloc-
ity (under certain conditions) that is expressed by Bernoulli’s
principle, seems to be remembered by many students after
initial exposure to the material. However, students often have
difficulties associating features of a problem description with
the correct terms in the equation, tend to neglect certain
terms in that equation (possibly more often the ones they find
difficult to interpret) or fail to see the limitations of its
applicability. Given the result from previous studies that
students have difficulty understanding hydrostatic pressure
in fluids at rest [23], this is not surprising.
However, comparing our results to those of other studies

on student understanding of hydrodynamics, we point out
that students’ difficulties with Bernoulli’s equation consist
not only in (mis)using it in situations in which it does not
hold (as was emphasized, for example, by Suarez et al. [9]).
An even more severe difficulty (in our opinion) is that
students tend to apply it to tasks in which there is not
enough information given for a direct application and the
continuity equation therefore needs to be applied first.

C. Incorrect association between pressure and velocity

Contrary to the reasoning based on a “simplified”
Bernoulli’s principle shown above (Sec. VII B), other
students tend to assume a direct (i.e., local and immediate)
causal relationship between the quantities pressure and
flow velocity, i.e., they associate lower pressure with
smaller velocity and higher pressure with greater velocity
at the respective position.
Unlike in the case of reasoning based on Bernoulli’s

equation, students tend to use this type of reasoning mostly
in cases where they perceive a decrease in pressure along
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the flow. This is illustrated by the following answers to
question IP, HP, and MP:

IP: [less] Since the pressure decreases, the velocity also
decreases. (Student 65)
HP a): [less] The static pressure decreases along the
pipe. Therefore the velocity at position 2 is smaller than
at position 1. (Student 219)
MP a): [less] As a result of the pressure drop, the
velocity of the water decreases in the center of the pipe
at position 2. (Student 6)

These answers indicate that students view pressure
as a cause of velocity in fluid motion. The answer
of student 65, in particular, suggests the presence
of this belief, similar to the common (incorrect) idea that
a force is necessary to sustain the motion of a point particle.
This intuitive concept of pressure as a cause of velocity

in fluid flow has previously been reported in the literature.
Our observations are consistent with those of Barbosa (as
quoted in Suarez et al. [9]) and Brown et al. [8] (see, e.g.,
student 106 in that work). Similarly, Chi et al. [24] report
that medical students state that “no pressure implies
no flow.”
In summary, the student answers discussed in this section

are similar to those discussed in Sec. VII B above in that they
are based on assumptions about the pressure at various
points in the flow. Contrary to those, however, these students
here apply intuitive rules for how the two quantities are
related rather than using a memorized formula. Students in
neither category use the principle of continuity.

D. Inappropriate application of laws governing
single particle motion

Many of the students explained their answers by
(implicitly) referring to the typical behavior of point
particles under the influence of gravity (in IP) or friction
(in HP and MP). We discuss the two types of reasoning
separately in the two subsections below.

1. Incorrect application of conservation
of energy for a point particle

About 15% of the first-year students after lecture explain
their answer to question IP by arguing that a fluid “flowing
uphill” slows down. This type of reasoning is illustrated by
the following two examples.

IP: [less] Since position 2 is at a higher location than
position 1. Therefore water flows more slowly at
position 2. (Student 62)
IP: [less] Due to the incline of the pipe, the fluid will be
slowed down. (Student 207)

Some of these students may base their answer on their
everyday experience that a moving object without

propulsion slows down while moving upward. Other
students explicitly invoke the law of conservation of
mechanical energy for a point particle, as the following
quote illustrates5:

IP: [less] At position 2 the potential energy is higher
than at position 1 → a fraction of the kinetic energy at
position 1 will be converted to potential energy at
position 2. (Student 349)

Arguments using potential and kinetic energy were
significantly more prevalent in group 2, with one in four
students in this group reasoning in that way. However, we
have no indication whether this type of thinking was
enhanced by the teaching method, the lecturer, or the
subjects addressed before.
In summary, we find that many students incorrectly

generalize the behavior of point particles under the influ-
ence of gravity to fluids. This includes students who argue
with the intuitive concept that an upward motion always
decelerates, but also students who reason more formally
with the law of conservation of mechanical energy for mass
points. In the context of downward flows through vertical
pipes, this type of student difficulty has been identified by
Suarez et al. [9]. In our study, we have observed that
students use the same kind of reasoning in other flows with
changes in elevation. Moreover, as we discuss in the
following section, similar types of reasoning that to our
knowledge have not been documented in the literature
become apparent in the context of friction as well.

2. Belief of local kinetic energy loss due to friction

Insight into students’ thinking about the effect of friction
on fluid flow can be gathered from their answers to
questions HP (part b) and MP. In HP, after lecture
instruction, 37% of the first-year students (groups 2 to 5)
argue that the fluid is locally slowed down by friction.
Often, the students support their answers by invoking
energy arguments.
A typical example is this first-year student, whose

answer to question IP was shown in Section VII D 1:

HP a): [same] no difference in elevation between 1 and
2, therefore kinetic energy remains the same (constant),
HP b): Yes [i.e., answer changes], since consequently a
fraction of the kinetic energy is converted into heat with
increasing distance. (Student 349)

As before (in IP), this student thinks of the relation of
potential and kinetic energy for single particle motion. He
reasons in HP (part a) that, as the height is not changing, the

5While this reasoning holds for point particles, fluid elements
interact with each other, resulting in work being done by adjacent
elements on each other and leading to the pressure term in the
Bernoulli equation.
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potential energy is constant and therefore the kinetic energy
is constant. When considering friction in HP (part b), he
uses the correct argument that mechanical energy is
converted to thermal energy, disregarding, however, that
mass conservation imposes the condition that this con-
version leads to a global, not local, reduction of the flow
velocity: While in comparison of two different, but geo-
metrically equal pipe systems the one with greater friction
will result in lower flow velocity overall (and therefore
smaller kinetic energy), this is not a valid argument for the
comparison of two locations in one system.
Another student, also in Interior Engineering (group 2),

makes assumptions about the pressure and uses a simplified
Bernoulli principle (see Sec. VII B), thereby answering IP
incorrectly and part a of HP correctly. The student then
switches to an energy-based argument for part b and states
that kinetic energy is lost due to friction:

IP: [greater] since at this position (1), pressure is
higher. HP a): [same] The pressure at 1 matches the one
at 2. HP b): less than 1 (at 2), since due to friction on the
pipe walls, kinetic energy gets lost. (Student 338)

Even students who in question IP and in part a of
question HP argue correctly that the velocity is constant as a
result of the uniform diameter, when prompted to consider
friction (part b of HP) state that their answer would change.
This answer pattern, given by more than 10% of the first-
year students after lecture (group 2 to 5), is illustrated by
the following quote from a first-semester student in Wood
Technology (group 4).

HP a): [same] Pipe diameter [is] constant, therefore
also velocity [is] constant. HP b): Yes [i.e., the answer
changes], with friction, the velocity at position 2 would
be less than at position 1, since through friction, energy
in the form of kinetic energy is lost. (Student 255)

Similarly to what has been observed in the context of
elevation differences, this student apparently believes that
due to the occurrence of friction, the previously used
relation between pipe cross section and flow velocity
(due to mass conservation) no longer holds. Some students
state this idea even more explicitly as the following quote
from another first-semester Wood Technology student
indicates. This student’s belief that friction slows things
down seems to override his trust in the continuity equation.

IP: [same] The velocity depends on volume flow and the
cross section of the pipe. Since both do not change, the
velocity is the same at 1 and 2. HP a): [same] In an ideal
flow (without friction) there are no losses. Moreover, the
cross section and the volume flow are constant. HP b):
Yes [i.e., the answer changes], position 2 has a smaller
velocity, since the velocity in the pipe decreases due to
friction. (Student 276)

It is worth noting that this idea (i.e., that the continuity
equation breaks down in the presence of friction) seems to
occur even if friction is not mentioned explicitly in the
problem statements (as is the case in MP). The following
quote illustrates how a student who reasons correctly with
the continuity equation in IP is distracted by the pressure
drop that is indicated by the manometer readings in MP and
concludes that the velocity at position 2 must be less than at
position 1.

IP: [same] Continuity equation _V ¼ A · v. The volume
flow is constant, and if the diameter remains constant,
velocity must remain constant as well. MP a): [less] Due
to laminar or turbulent flow a friction occurs, which
leads to a pressure loss Δp. MP b): The water level is
caused by the static pressure in the pipe. Due to friction
a pressure loss occurs; therefore the water level
decreases from tube to tube. (Student 59)

In summary, we note that many students’ understanding
of the continuity equation is not robust when friction needs
to be considered. Single-particle type thinking, invoking
energy or the effect of a frictional force, tends to mislead
many students to disregard the continuity equation even if
they are able to apply it correctly in situations they
consider ideal.

E. Difficulty interpreting the terms in
Bernoulli’s equation

In this section, we present our interpretations of student
answers that seem to indicate specific difficulties with the
individual terms in the Bernoulli equation, i.e., with the
concept of pressure and the kinetic and potential energy
densities.

1. General difficulties with the pressure concept

Previous studies have indicated that during their first
exposure to hydrostatics, students often have severe diffi-
culties understanding the concept of pressure [23]. Among
others, this includes the difficulty to interpret pressure as
describing a point in space rather than a property of an
object; a failure to distinguish between pressure and force;
and the idea that pressure is associated with a direction. In
our investigation, we observed similar difficulties, as, for
example, the idea that pressure is distributed over a region,
that there are multiple, opposing pressures acting at one
point, or that pressure decreases with distance from a
reservoir. We will not illustrate or discuss these in detail.
Specifically in the context chosen here, the role and

consequences of the manometer tubes shown in MP seem
to be problematic for some students. One student seemed to
believe that the presence of the water columns acted as an
accelerating agent on the water in the horizontal pipe,
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MP a): [same] Due to the gravitational pressure of the
individual columns, the water in the pipe experiences an
accelerating pressure. (Student 302)

aaawhile several others seemed to think that the openings of
the tubes at the top result in a decrease of the velocity:

MP a): [less] Because the water can escape, the
pressure decreases, and therefore also the flow velocity.
(Student 329)
MP a): [less] Since the flow loses velocity as a result of
the water flowing into the tubes. (Student 347)

One student associated changes in pressure with the
openings of the tubes while asserting that in a tube without
such openings, even if inclined (as in IP), the pressure must
be equal everywhere:

IP: [same] Since the water pressure is the same every-
where. MP a): [less] Water pressure decreases through
the openings; therefore different water levels in the
tubes. (Student 317)

We speculate that for some students, the idea of pressure
implies a pressure that is greater than atmospheric pressure
and is closely linked with the condition of confinement or a
material barrier between the fluid under pressure and its
surroundings. The latter interpretation is consistent with
results seen in the context of hydrostatics [23].

2. Failure to consider all relevant terms in
Bernoulli’s equation

In their answers, some students quoted in Sec. VII B
(students 257, 351, 37, and 208) omit terms of the Bernoulli
equation, thereby using a simplified relation between
pressure and velocity while skipping other terms like the
potential energy, the static pressure or the pressure loss.
(This has been observed by Suarez et al. in the case of the
static pressure or the potential energy in the context of their
question 1 [9].) We suppose that the students tendency to
leave out certain terms may result from their difficulty to
associate meaning with these terms. Moreover, these
students do not realize that the problem cannot be solved
with their approach, suggesting additional difficulties with
multiple-variable equations (see Sec. VII H 1).

3. Lack of distinction between hydrostatic pressure and
potential energy per unit volume

Bernoulli’s equation is often presented in a form such
that it relates three (or more) terms all having the dimension
of pressure. Sometimes (and quite frequently in German
textbooks on hydrodynamics) these quantities are given
specific names such as static, dynamic, and geodesic
pressure which, predictably, lead to confusion.
Moreover, the term ρgh (with h increasing upward) in

Bernoulli’s equation usually denotes the potential energy
per unit volume whereas it is often used in hydrostatics to
describe the altitude-dependent term in the static pressure
or hydrostatic pressure (with h increasing downward). This
variation of static pressure with altitude is only implicit in
Bernoulli’s equation.
We observed in numerous answers that students interpret

the term ρgh incorrectly (see, for example, students 133 and
257 whose answers were discussed in Sec. VII B). By
referring to it as hydrostatic pressure or static pressure,
students seem to imply that it is the only altitude-dependent
pressure term in Bernoulli’s equation, i.e., that p may not
(even implicitly) depend on altitude.

F. Student difficulties with viscosity, fluid friction,
and the velocity profile

In the context of the three questions that we posed, we
observed some other student difficulties that pertain to
other properties of fluid flow that are not completely
described by the continuity or Bernoulli’s equations.

1. Belief that friction only occurs between
pipe walls and outer fluid layer

In their answers to HP (part b) and MP, students
displayed a wide variety of correct and incorrect ideas
about friction in fluids. A frequently mentioned incorrect
belief is that friction occurs only between the outermost
fluid layer and the pipe wall. For example, student 338,
who was quoted in Sec. VII D 2, seems to visualize friction
in a fluid context just like the (dry-dry) friction occurring
between two solid objects, thereby concluding that the
water flows more slowly at position 2 as compared to
position 1.
For other students, this type of thinking leads to a correct

answer to HP (part b), as friction does not affect the velocity
of the fluid in the center of the pipe. The following quotes
from first-semester students in Wood Technology and
Interior Engineering (after lecture and laboratory or only
lecture, respectively) illustrate this:

HP b): No [i.e., the answer does not change], friction
only occurs between the surface layers of the water and
the pipe wall, not in the middle layer. (Student 228)
HP b): No [i.e., the answer does not change], since the
flow is measured in the center of the pipe; not at the
boundary where the flow [sic] occurs. (Student 346)
HP b): The flow in the center remains constant; a flow
profile develops in the pipe. (Student 345)

To illustrate their argument, the last one of the three
students quoted here even included a sketch of a parabolic
flow profile with their answer.
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2. Belief that only spatial variation in friction matters

In their answers to part b of question HP (asking whether
their answer to part a would change if friction were
considered), several students in the Energy and Building
Technology groups before or after lecture (i.e., groups 1
or 5) argued that friction would not affect their answer as
long as it is the same at both positions.

HP b): No, because the roughness of the pipe
can be neglected, because it is the same everywhere.
(Student 67)
HP b): No, it does not change since the resistance is
constant everywhere and therefore acts “equally” on
the whole system. (Student 23)

One student explicitly adds that a spatial variation in
friction would lead to a different answer.

IP: [same] Because the pipe diameter remains the same,
the velocity is constantly equal. HP a): [same] Here,
too, the pipe diameter is the same, and therefore the
velocity also remains the same. HP b) If the friction is
the same at 1 and 2, then the velocity remains the same
as well. If it [the friction] were different, it [the velocity]
would change… (Student 68)

In particular student 68 seems to treat friction on the
same footing as pipe diameter, as if the local value of
this quantity were related to the local value of the
velocity.

G. A brief comment regarding compressibility

Brown et al. [8] and Suarez et al. [9] both report that
students frequently conceptualize water as a compressible
fluid. Brown et al. for example, find statements that they
attribute to the concept of compressibility in between one-
third and one-half of their interviews, depending on the
population. In the data obtained through our test, we do not
see any evidence for the hypothesis that students think of
water as a compressible fluid. This may be due to the fact
that the questions we posed do not involve a narrowing or
widening of the cross section of a pipe (as in the case of
both other publications). Moreover, we did not explicitly
ask students about the pressure in any of the three questions
IP, HP, and MP.
However, in situations in which a change in pressure can

be inferred (e.g., in question MP) there is no indication that
students conceive of the water as changing its density.
Consequently, we hesitate to interpret some of the codes
listed in Ref. [8] (as, for example, “water compresses”) as
implying an increase or decrease in the density of water.
“Compress” (in active or passive voice) as used by the
students (e.g., student 107 in that article) may simply
express the notion of being under pressure rather than
occupying a smaller volume.

H. General difficulties in describing and explaining
scientific and technical situations

Some student responses to the questions we asked
can be interpreted as reflecting more general reasoning
difficulties that seem independent of the particular quan-
tities describing fluid flow and may therefore also arise in
the context of other subject matter. We discuss these
separately in this section, noting in each case if these or
similar difficulties have indeed been observed in other
contexts in introductory physics or engineering.

1. Difficulties with equations containing
multiple variables

As has been observed by Brown et al. many students
explain changes in one quantity in terms of a single other
variable, for example, by relating pressure or velocity only
to the cross-sectional area of the pipe, as if there were no
other relevant quantities that could change [8]. Some of the
answers to question IP that we presented in Sec. VII B
display the same reasoning difficulty, as one may only
obtain a (perceived) answer to this question through
Bernoulli’s law by ignoring one other term (most com-
monly the potential energy density) in that equation.
Among the answers to the same question, we have found

one other difficulty that seems related: the conclusion that
in a sum of three terms with constant value, if one of the
terms increases and one other decreases, the third must stay
the same. The following quote from a first-semester Wood
Technology student (group 4) illustrates this type of
reasoning.

IP: [same]: pstat1þpdyn1þpgeo1¼pstat2þpdyn2þpgeo2;
pgeo1 < pgeo2; pstat1 > pstat2 ⇒ pdyn1 ¼ pdyn2. (Student
250)

This student argues with a complete Bernoulli equation
and arrives at a correct answer, though with faulty reason-
ing, by implicitly assuming that the static pressure
decreases by the same amount as the potential energy
density (here denoted as the geodesic pressure) increases.
While the two amounts are indeed equal, the assumption is
still invalid as the student fails to recognize that in the given
situation the continuity equation imposes a uniform flow
velocity throughout the pipe which, in turn, leads to the
assumed relationship of the two terms in question.
The reasoning shown above is, of course, equivalent to

concluding that the sum of the two terms must stay the
same. We note that a similar type of reasoning, namely, that
an increase in one quantity and a decrease in another imply
that their product is constant, has been observed previously
in the context of the ideal gas law [25]. We assume that both
types of reasoning stem from a common notion that
opposite changes of contributions or “factors” in a complex
phenomenon tend to cancel each other out. This underlying
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notion may be characterized as a phenomenological primi-
tive similar to the p-prims in the category “balance and
equilibrium” identified by diSessa in Ref. [26].
The attractiveness to student thinking of an assumed

inverse proportionality also becomes evident from the fact
that for the reasoning about question HP we occasionally
saw “Bernoulli’s equation” written as p1v1 ¼ p2v2.

2. Failure to distinguish spatial differences
from changes with respect to time

Several students, mostly (but not only) among those with
self-study andbefore lecture instruction (group1), explained
their correct answers to IP and HP or MP by referring to the
constancy of the water level in the container or in the
manometer tubes. To illustrate this type of reasoning, we
present answers to the two versions of the test, both from
students in Energy and Building Technology:

IP: [same] Since for the whole time the water level is
kept at the same height by the refill mechanism. HP a):
[same] Same phenomenon as in (1). The water level in
the container is kept at the same height for the whole
time by a refill mechanism. (Student 23)
IP: [same] The water level remains constant ⇒ Uni-
form pressure. HP a): [same] Since the levels are
always constant, the pressure is also always constant.
⇒ constant velocity. (Student 16)

In both their answers, the students use the constancy of
one quantity with respect to time to infer that another
quantity has the same value at two different points. That
these are different comparisons seems to be difficult to
recognize for some students being exposed to physics at the
post-secondary level for the first time. Informal use of
“constant” for time and spatial dependencies, even by
instructors, may worsen the situation.

3. Difficulty recognizing the relevance of idealizations

In Sec. VII D 2, we have discussed the frequently
stated answer to question HP that in the presence of
friction, the flow velocity will not be the same at the two
positions in the pipe. The reasoning given by students
often invoked the loss of kinetic energy or the general
tendency of friction to slow objects down. Above, we
interpreted this type of reasoning as an inappropriate
extension of ideas about single-particle motion to the
behavior of fluids, i.e., a failure to recognize that the
object in question is the entire fluid body and that
the rules governing its behavior (e.g., the continuity
equation) must still hold.
More broadly, this difficulty can be seen as a failure to

recognize the validity of general laws of nature and the
relevance of certain idealizations, leading students to
incorrectly discard fundamental laws of nature in the
presence of nonideal conditions (i.e., as ideal

approximations are relaxed). In this case, students are
willing “to give up” the continuity equation (and thereby
conservation of mass) in the presence of friction. An
analoguous difficulty has been observed in the context
of electric circuits by McDermott and Shaffer [10] (among
others). While in that context, there is no transition from an
ideal to a nonideal model (since electric circuits without
resistive elements would be considered pointless), students
still predicted unequal currents “before” and “after” a
resistive element (light bulb) due to that bulb’s resistance.
An example of a similar difficulty from a different context
(where both ideal and nonideal models are considered) is
given by Kautz and Schmitz, who report that more than a
third of the students in an introductory thermodynamics
course claim that the entropy of a system increases over the
course of a complete cycle in an arbitrary cyclic process
when dissipative effects are taken into account, regardless
of the entropy being a state function [27].

4. Uncertainty in the prioritization of concepts
in a given situation

Many of the students in the classes we surveyed seem to
have difficulty in deciding which physical principles to use
in solving the problem we posed to them. This uncertainty
becomes most evident either when students change their
initial answers (and may even comment on this change) or
when they use different strategies for the same problem in
the case of different boundary conditions. Examples of the
former type of answer are the following, given by two
students, second- and first-year, respectively, whose ideas
about the pressure in the pipe are clearly interfering with
their original idea that the answer is determined by the
geometry of the pipe:

IP: [same] Since the diameter is the same!
[less] Because of the pressure difference! But the dia-
meter stays the same, therefore I am unsure. (Student 104)

IP: [same]
[less] _V ¼ A · v → constant cross section→ unchanged
volume flow, but influence of hydrostatic pressure and
changed location. (Student 300)

An example of the latter type of answer is the following,
where a first-semester student in Interior Engineering (after
lecture) uses three different approaches to answer all
three tasks:

IP: [less] static pressure increases, geodesic pressure
[potential energy density] remains the same→ dynamic
pressure decreases. HP a): [same]
A1 · v̄1 ¼ V½sic� ¼ A2 · v̄2;A1 ¼ A2 ⇒ v1 ¼ v2 since V
is constant. HP b) Yes [i.e., the answer changes],
friction works against V → v decreases; vðpos:2Þ <
vðpos:1Þ. (Student 319)
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In answering question IP, the student starts with (incorrect)
assumptions about two of the terms in Bernoulli’s equation
and argues in the manner discussed in Sec. VII B. When
addressing HP (part a), however, the student changes strategy
and correctly uses the continuity equation. Finally, for HP b),
the student argues based on friction (as discussed in Sec. VII
D 2), not realizing that the answers to the three tasks are
inconsistent. As the following student quote indicates, a
change in strategy may also occur in the opposite direction
(i.e., starting with the correct approach in IP and then using
incorrect reasoning based on Bernoulli’s equation):

IP: [same] velocity [is] constant, as volume flow and
diameter of pipe [are] constant, _V ¼ A · v̄. MP:
[greater] As the pressure at 2 has dropped, the velocity
must have increased. (Student 57)

Student reasoning in this context is, in some way,
analogous to behavior seen in the context of kinematics.
There, as Shaffer and McDermott observed [28], students
often attempt to solve kinematics tasks by invoking
Newton’s second law, thereby relating the acceleration to
an assumed (net) force even if insufficient information is
given to solve the problem in this way. We believe that it is
not accidental that in both situations students apply laws
that relate the motion of objects (or fluids) to the perceived
cause (force or pressure) of that motion, rather than to
relationships that simply serve to generate a consistent
description of this motion.

5. Tendency to reason locally or sequentially
rather than holistically

In the context of electric circuits, McDermott and Shaffer
have observed that “there is a tendency to think locally or
sequentially, rather than to reason holistically. Students may
think of a circuit [...] as consisting of components that can be
analyzed one after another in sequence around the circuit”
[10]. While the tasks we posed did not involve an explicit
change made at a single point in the pipe system, we believe
that similar kind of reasoning underlies many of the
students’ incorrect answers in our study. By comparing
the inclined pipe to a level pipe, students incorrectly
conclude that the inclination of the pipe affects the flow
only downstream, thereby resulting in an assumed differ-
ence in flow velocity at the two positions. Similarly,
comparing the flow with friction to the frictionless case,
students argue in an analogous way. The reasoning by
student 68 discussed in Sec. VII F 2, that the amount of
friction at a particular position in the flow affects the flow
velocity at that point, can be interpreted as a particular case
of such local reasoning. In the introductory physics labo-
ratory course, we observe similar reasoning also in problems
concerning the heat transfer through a series of building
components, suggesting that student thinking about flows of
incompressible fluids, electric charge. and thermal energy is,
to some extent, affected by similar conceptual difficulties.

VIII. IMPLICATIONS FOR TEACHING
FLUID MECHANICS

The results presented here as well as those from other
studies on student understanding of fluid mechanics [8,9]
indicate that many students do not develop a functional
understanding of the essential concepts of this topic as a
result of standard instruction. Based on this conclusion,
Brown et al. suggest using “an active learning approach to
encourage conceptual change.”Moreover, “students should
be encouraged to create, defend, and test hypotheses with
classmates to evaluate their beliefs and understanding of
fluid mechanics [...].”
The four groups of first year students in our study who

had completed the unit on fluid mechanics differed with
respect to the format of instruction and therefore allow us to
test the suggestion made by Brown et al. More specifically,
groups 2 and 3 received traditional lectures with or without
laboratory whereas groups 4 and 5 were taught through
active learning methods such as Just-in-Time Teaching and
Peer Instruction, in addition to the laboratory.
In the Just-in-Time Teaching format [21], students are

given a weekly study assignment (including textbook
reading, answering online pretest questions and posing
their own questions about the content) to prepare for the
upcoming class session. The instructor then uses this
student input to design the class activities “just in time.”
This practice is often combined with Peer Instruction [22],
which is a three-step procedure. Students first answer
conceptual multiple-choice questions individually and then
discuss them with their neighbors. Finally, the instructor
conducts a class discussion on various types of reasoning
that lead to correct and incorrect answers.
Consistent with Brown’s expectation the percentage of

correct answers with correct reasoning were generally
higher in the two groups taught with PI or JiTT than in
the traditionally taught groups:

• IP: 50% and 62% (JiTT/PI) versus 23% and 44%
(traditional)

• HP: 35% and 45% (JiTT/PI) versus 18% and 6%
(traditional)

• MP: 73% and 53% (JiTT/PI) versus 16% and 27%
(traditional)

as illustrated in Fig. 2 above.
Combining the two groups undergoing similar instruc-

tion (group 4 and 5, and group 2 and 3, respectively) in each
comparison, we have checked for significance using the
chi-square test. The resulting probabilities for differences
this large or greater were calculated to be less than 0.01 for
all three questions, i.e., the differences are highly signi-
ficant. These results indicate that active learning methods
have a much better chance of helping students develop and
apply a conceptual understanding of the subject matter. In
part, this may be due to strengthened reasoning abilities.
This interpretation is consistent with results from other
studies [29,30].
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The active-learning methods (JiTT and PI) used in
groups 4 and 5 within our study can be seen as a first
step to implement these suggestions and do show some
improvement over traditional lecture instruction (see
Sec. VIII). Even in these groups, however, the percentage
of correct answers and reasoning for one of the questions
on the test does not exceed 45%, indicating that even with
the methods used here, results are not fully satisfying.
Taking the idea of conceptual change one step further,

we posit that students need to become aware of their own
initial conceptions and recognize the need to extend or
modify them. This approach has been described by
McDermott with the phrase “elicit, confront, resolve”
[31], suggesting that students (i) be led to make a prediction
about a physical situation, (ii) be faced with evidence that
may contradict their expectation, and (iii) be supported in
resolving that conflict through a step-by-step development
of a correct model. Qualitative collaborative-group work-
sheets, as, for example, the “Tutorials in Introductory
Physics” [32], may constitute a concrete realization of this
approach for the practice of instruction. They are often
preceded by a pretest that is part of the instructional process
(elicit) and may be used for purposes of assessment.
Following this same path, we began the development of
a set of tutorials for fluid mechanics, which we describe in a
forthcoming publication. The results of the present paper
indicate that this effort has to begin with the topic of the
continuity equation. Specifically, students need help in
developing a model for mass conservation in fluid flow that
is robust against “disturbing factors” such as the influence
of gravity, dissipation, or changes in geometry.

IX. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this study, we investigated student understanding of
the continuity principle in fluid mechanics among students
in various engineering bachelor programs at a University of
Applied Sciences in Germany.
To probe student thinking, we used multiple-choice

questions with open-ended written explanations and
analyzed student answers both quantitatively and qualita-
tively. Through a multistep coding process, we identified
characteristic patterns of student reasoning.
We found that students have difficulty applying and

prioritizing the two basic principles of mass conservation
(continuity equation) and energy conservation (Bernoulli’s
equation) when distracted by questions that involve gravity,
dissipative effects or a visible pressure drop. Among first-
year students, the maximum percentages of students
answering correctly were 62%, 45%, and 73%, respec-
tively, in the three situations. Instead of invoking the
continuity equation, a considerable number of students
based their answers on ill-supported assumptions about
local pressures and then either applied Bernoulli’s law
(“since the pressure drops, according to Bernoulli the

velocity must increase”) or a naïve association between
the two quantities (“higher pressure leads to higher veloc-
ity”). Others based their reasoning on analogies to single-
particle motion (“flow velocity decreases when flowing
upwards or friction is present”).
More generally, our data indicate that students have

difficulties in realizing the meaning of idealizations,
recognizing the hierarchy of different principles, apply-
ing equations containing multiple variables, and under-
standing the cumulative effect of friction regarding
dissipative losses. We did not, however, see any evidence
of students thinking of water as a compressible fluid. This
result suggests that any difficulties students may have
with applying the continuity equation do not primarily
stem from a failure to assume water to be (nearly)
incompressible.
Among the different groups of students in the study, we

observed differences in success rates that correlated with
the respective methods of instruction. Groups taught using
active-learning formats such as Peer Instruction or Just-in-
Time Teaching achieved substantially better results than
those taught traditionally. Still, using performance on the
question involving friction (HP) as a criterion, even in these
groups at least one-half of the students failed to develop a
functional understanding of continuity. This result demon-
strates the need for the development of instructional
materials that takes into account student difficulties.
One of the limitations of our study is the fact that we only

surveyed students from a single university that draws from
a particular sector of the student population in Germany.
However, investigations of student understanding of other
topics in the introductory physics curriculum showed
qualitatively similar results across different countries and
types of universities (even if the percentage of specific
patterns of thinking may differ). This is true in particular for
student difficulties in the context of electric circuits, which
in some respect are mirrored by our results. We therefore
expect that students in engineering programs at other
universities in Germany and other countries will display
similar types of difficulties.
Finally, we want to point out that our conclusions about

more general reasoning difficulties that students may have
are still somewhat hypothetical. As indicated above, there
exist results from other branches of physics that seem to
follow similar patterns. However, more research involving
a wide range of topics needs to be carried out (or results
of existing work need to be revisited) to allow more
definite conclusions about such general reasoning
difficulties.
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APPENDIX: QUIZ ON FLUID FLOW

We provide an English translation of the three questions
that were used in the short written test.
Question 1 Inclined-Pipe question (IP): Water continu-

ously flows out of a wide, water-filled tank through an
inclined pipe with uniform diameter [see Fig. 1 on the left].
The water level of the tank is kept constant by a refill
mechanism. Consider the water flowing in the pipe.
Is the velocity of the water in the middle of the pipe at

position 2
□ greater than
□ less than
□ the same as
the velocity at position 1? Please explain why this

answer is correct.
Question 2 Horizontal-Pipe question (HP): Water con-

tinuously flows out of a wide, water-filled tank through a
horizontal pipe with uniform diameter [see Fig. 1 in the
middle]. The water level of the tank is kept constant by a
refill mechanism. Consider the water flowing in the pipe.
Assume that friction can be neglected.
a) Is the velocity of the water in the middle of the pipe at

position 2

□ greater than
□ less than
□ the same as
the velocity at position 1? Please explain why this

answer is correct.
b) Would your answer change if friction were to be taken

into account? Please explain why.
Question 3 Manometer-Pipe question (MP): Water

continuously flows out of a wide, water-filled tank through
a horizontal pipe with constant diameter [see Fig. 1 on the
right]. The water level of the tank is kept constant by a refill
mechanism. The water level of the three manometer tubes is
also constant. Consider the water flowing in the pipe.
a) Is the velocity of the water in the middle of the pipe at

position 2
□ greater than
□ less than
□ the same as
the velocity at position 1? Please explain why this

answer is correct.
b) Please also explain, if you have not yet done so, the

water levels in the manometer tubes.
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